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NAHFO 
Matters...
Happy New Year 
to all our readers, 
members of the 
National Association 
of Healthcare Fire 
Officers and all the 
organisations we 
work with.

As you read this we will have just 
welcomed in 2016, welcome also 
to the first 2016 edition of NAHFO 
Matters produced in association 
with Honeywell Gent. Reflecting 
upon 2015, it has been a very 
challenging year for all of us involved 
in healthcare fire safety due to ever 
increasing budgetary pressures, 
the constant requirements for cost 
improvement programmes, but 
with the challenge of still ensuring 
statutory compliance.

As ever we in NAHFO continue 
to meet the challenge with much 
good work going on at local 
level and national level as we 
continue to enforce the message 
of the importance of fire safety 
compliance.

As we look forward to 2016, the 
financial situation is unlikely to 
improve significantly, but we will 
continue to champion the need 
for the highest of standards 
of fire safety in healthcare 
premises.

We would also like to thank all 
those who support the work 
of NAHFO, members of the 
Association, Branch Officers, 
NEC Officers and all the other 
organisations we work with.

What has NAHFO 
done for you 
recently?
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n	 In 2015 NAHFO has provided in excess 
of 60 CPD hours to members. This has 
been provided as part of our partnership 
working with the IFE.

n	 In 2015 NAHFO provided 12 sponsored 
places for members to attend Conference.

n	 In 2015 NAHFO have been represented on 
the CFOA false alarms working group.

n	 In 2015 two inaugural Memorandums’ of 
Understanding’s have been facilitated by 
the NEC with partner organisations.

n	 NAHFO has successfully secured two 
newsletters in conjunction with Honeywell 
Gent.

n	 NAHFO has been invited to act as an 
expert panel member of the Design in 
Mental Health Network.

n	 NAHFO has been successfully represented 
at the Health Estates Conference and 
Exhibition in Manchester in October 2015.

n	 The NEC facilitated another successful 
conference in Blackpool, attracting 90 
delegates, an international speaker and 
securing income for NAHFO to continue 
with its objectives and championing 
nationally healthcare fire safety.

n	 The NEC was invited to hold a fringe 
meeting at the Fire Service College at the 
invitation of the FPA and as part of the 
Fire Sector Summit.

n	 Raised £500 for the Nepal earthquake 
disaster fund at Conference.

 “Much work goes on behind the NEC scenes”
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What will NAHFO 
be doing for you 
in 2016?

NEWS IN BRIEF

Contractors were requested to fit smoke 
controlled fire rated dampers/air vents 
into the wall adjacent to the fire doors due 
to lack of ventilation for the equipment 
located within the electrical riser. So they 
drilled holes into the fire doors.

Toast anyone?

n	 Renewing and refreshing the web 
site with reliance before Conference 
2015. This has been outstanding for 
too long and the NEC are committed 
to rectifying this situation.

n	 Facilitating 3 joint seminars with 
IHEEM.

n	 Providing a governance structure for 
the Association that will support the 
rules and general organisation of 
NAHFO.

n	 The North East Branch will be 
facilitating the 2016 Conference.

n	 Continuing to work with other 
organisations including IFE, CFOA, 
DoH, IFE, IHEEM and IFPO.

n	 Develop working relationships 
further with the FIA, University 
Safety and Health Association, 
BAFE, HEFMA and IFSM.

n	 Continue work on the CFOA false 
alarms working group 

n	 Develop a relationship with Design  
in Mental Health,

n	 Take part in the Health Estates 
Conference and Exhibition 2016.

n	 Undertake to be represented on as 
many working parties, speak at as 
many conferences and represent 
healthcare fire safety in as many 
forums as opportunities permit.

Brian Wylie has stepped down as the 
membership secretary, Brian has done 
much to improve membership records and 
the NEC thanks Brian for all the hard work 
he has carried out.

A Fire fighter who was also a private 
landlord has been jailed for 15 months 
after 5 people died in a house fire. The 
charges related to the individual failing to 
take proper fire precautions in a property 
where the 5 people died.

Gordon Ayles from the Rotherham 
Doncaster & South Humber NHS Trust
is now qualified with regards to the Q-Mark 
Fire Door Maintenance scheme. 

A care home in Hartlepool has been placed 
in special measures by the Care Quality 
Commission after an inspection revealed 
a number of fire safety issues. Deficiencies 
in include during a fire alarm activation, 
staff did not check the area of the building 
where the incident was reported and no 
effort was made to evacuate any persons 
within the premises. 

A Hospital Capital Scheme was delayed in 
handover and made national press after 
deficiencies to the cause and effect of the 
fire alarm system were identified.
There have been numerous reports in 
the press with regards to fire and rescue 
services becoming multi skilled and 
debate about how better the fire and 
rescue services could support the NHS, 
especially around community healthcare. 
These are times of change and challenges. 
Perhaps the fire and rescue services are 
now facing the challenges that healthcare 
fire safety professionals have debated 
over the last few years with regards multi 
skilling in terms of having security, healthy 
and safety and other remits added to their 
portfolios.

Fire safety 
is common 
sense?  
Or is it!?
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How does the Fire 
Safety Requirements/
Recommendations compare 
in the Healthcare private 
sector to the NHS. Also has 
the provision fire safety 
advice/requirements 
improved since the 1960’s 
legislation and control by 
the Fire Authorities?

As a volunteer advisor/committee 
member to a small charitable residential 
care home and how that compares 
with my experiences, from the days 
of a Brigade Fire Prevention Officer 
(Brigades Hospital Officer), then to an 
NHS Fire Safety Advisor,

My time in the NHS was mostly quite 
fruitful in ensuring the premises I was 
responsible for, as all NHS Fire Safety 
Advisors ensure compliance with all 
the relevant legislation. In my final 
year with the NHS, my mother was in 
a residential care home; the manager 
was made aware to my role in the NHS 
and asked for some advice!! This was 
following the Rose Park incident and 
the recommendation re the provision 
of self-closing devises to bedroom fire 
doors. As far as I was aware at the time, 
Nottinghamshire FA still did not require 
them due to the difficulties for mostly 
infirm residents to open doors, apart 
from the brigade’s recommendation to 
fit free swing closers.

 I was obviously not a consultant, so 
I offered some ‘unofficial advice’ re 
the suitability of their fire doors plus 
the fitting of free swing closers to 
overcome the managers concern re the 
Rose Park Inquiries recommendation 
to fit self-closing devices. You have 
to understand that the control the 
home to the most extent was down 
to the voluntary committee and any 
recommendations/works have to have 
unanimous committee approval for 
them to be carried out. I did check that 
the manager was up to speed with the 
Regulatory Reform (Fire Safety) Order 
2055 and as such had an adequate Fire 
Risk Assessment.

So you can imagine the difficulty of 
explaining how a free swing closer 
operates to people generally with no fire 
safety/buildings knowledge whatever, 
was rather difficult but we eventually got 
there, so they accepted the provision of 
auto closers in principal, then the next 
bombshell for them was the Fire Alarm 
System, not quite out of the ‘ark’ but was 
not capable of supporting the provision of 
the closers, so they needed a new system. 
I left them with my recommendations 
and low and behold in less than a week I 
was invited to join the committee, which 
now stops me getting bored since my 
retirement from the NHS in 2011, as well 
as still being the NAHFO Trent Branch 
representative on the NEC.

My role in the home is now vice chair/
finance and buildings, buildings being 
the main area of responsibility, the 
committee is now fully onboard and we 
have had major upgrades in all areas. I am 
quite certain that some areas of nursing 
and residential care are lacking in fire 
safety which as has been proven, unless 
their inadequacies come to light either 
following a fire incident, routine fire risk 
assessment by the fire authority or CQC/
Local Authority inspection.

In my opinion we had in the Fire Service 
the facility to provide advice, initially 
under the Offices Shop’s and Railway 
Premises Act. Then the Fire Precaution’s 
Act, the FA had complete responsibility 
for the designated premise under this 
act. Certain areas of NHS premise came 
under the legislation apart from the main 
life risk areas of hospitals. Prior to this the 
only Guidance for NHS Premises was the 
old ‘Green Guide’. Fire safety advice was 

free from the FA, which meant generally 
there was fairly consistent compliance 
in most premises, monitored by the Fire 
Authority, but for some reason the Fire 
Precautions Act failed to have ‘teeth’ 
when it came to legal challenges of 
contraventions.

Premise owners after the 
implementation of the Regulatory 
Reform (Fire Safety) Order 2005 
moved the responsibility to owner/
occupiers, as normally they lacked the 
comprehensive knowledge of a trained 
Fire Prevention Officer. This became 
the owner/occupiers responsibility 
which if lacking in their confidence to 
complete a Fire Risk Assessment their 
only recourse was the employment 
of a consultant. Though to be fair 
Fire Authorities did provide written 
guidance, but this would vary from 
different authorities, certainly for NHS 
Trusts where their areas crossed Fire 
Authority areas caused and probably 
does create problems. Finally for some 
reason the RRO armed the FA with more 
‘teeth’ to ensure compliance, leading 
to prosecutions often following fire 
incidents or routine inspections by the 
relevant bodies. 

Personally the Fire Authorities have lost 
to a great extent a wealth of experience, 
by the loss of funding to provide a full 
and proper comprehensive control of 
overall Fire Safety for all premises and 
with the cut backs in the NHS will the 
role of Fire Safety Advisors be reduced? 
Or will it take another disaster to create 
a knee jerk again? 

Question?
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Fire Incident Bexley Wing  
Plaza, St James’s Hospital  
Leeds, 17th August 2015

Overview
Note from Security Inspector 

“We received a call at 12:10 to say 
that there was a vehicle on fire on 
Bexley plaza. No fire alarm had 
been activated. We made our way 
there and found a Fiat taxi well 
ablaze. The security team cleared 
the area and controlled access 
from all directions. The fire brigade 
arrived and extinguished the fire. 
Security maintained a cordon 
around the area until it was deemed 
safe.

At the request of the police the 
CCTV of the incident was viewed 
to make sure that nobody had 
interfered with the taxi and possibly 
started the fire. Nothing was seen 
and the police were happy that no 
third parties were involved”

The Security Control received a call 
advising that smoke could be seen 
issuing from a vehicle on the plaza of 
Bexley Wing. Security Control contacted 
West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service 
via the direct line and put out the 
hospital fire bleep.

 

Photograph of the Taxi on fire outside 
Bexley Wing main entrance

Relevant matters

n	 No injuries were sustained; there 
was damage to the vehicle and some 
damage to the ground beneath the 
fire area.

n	 The incident by its nature attracted 
a crowd of on lookers who appeared 
to be taking photo’s, engaging with 
social media and looking on.

n	 The vehicle was in very close proximity 
to the main entrance to Bexley 
Wing and in particular the canopy 
overhanging the revolving door. The 
wind was favourable and took the 
smoke and flame largely away from 
the building. Had the wind been in 
the opposite direction there would 
have been a significant risk of the fire 
spreading internally to Bexley Wing. 
A mitigating factor against this is the 
entrance is provided with sprinklers 
and smoke extraction and some 
protection would have been afforded.

n	 The revolving doors to Bexley were 
secured, the door from the covered 
walkway was left open but under the 
control of Cofely staff to allow staff 
with legitimate need to enter/exit.

n	 Despite efforts of Security, Cofely 
and Car Parking Officers persons still 
attempted to enter and exit Bexley 
Wing around the vicinity of the fire.

n	 People gathered at windows 
overlooking the fire “to have a look at 
the incident”.

n	 The cause of the fire has not been 
determined, likely an electrical fault 
of fuel leaking onto a hot surface 
within the engine compartment. 
No evidence to suggest the fire was 
suspicious.

n	 Car Paring Officers set up a traffic 
control system.

n	 West Yorkshire Police were called and 
attended.

n	 The area was cordoned off by 
Transport and Facilities staff as soon 
as a vehicle arrived with static barriers.

Photograph of the Taxi on fire from inside 
the atrium of Bexley Wing 
Other fire alarm activations and smells 
of burning

During the course of the incident other 
building fire alarms were activated and 
required Security, Trust Estates, Cofely 
Staff and the Fire Safety Manager to 
investigate. These included;
n	 Multi Storey Car Park - caused by 

smoke drifting from the fire.
n	 Chancellor Wing Medical Records - 

strong smell of burning staff activated 
the alarm. Full check of area carried 
out to ensure it was not “just an 
assumption the smell was from the 
fire”. The smell was very strong in there 
and deemed after investigation to be 
related to the fire.

n	 On the way to incident the Fire Safety 
Manager was stopped at several 
locations with regards to smells of 
burning and each was assessed as it 
was known that WYFRS were on the 
Plaza dealing with the incident.
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Joint  
partnership 
approaches
At 10.23 the fire alarm activated in 
the child and family out patients 
department, smoke was seen 
through the vision panel behind 
a 30 minute sub compartment 
fire door. Staff started to access 
what was happening and the Trust 
fire procedures were put into the 
place with the Fire Brigade being 
called and Hospital Fire Team 
being mobilised. The situation was 
rapidly deteriorating as the staff 
prepared patients for evacuation.

Fortunately this was Exercise Giles, 
facilitated by the Leeds Teaching 
Hospitals NHS Trust and West 
Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service, 
the aim to test various objectives 
set by each organising. Running 
in conjunction with live exercise 
was a table top exercise involving 
the Trust’s out patient department 
clinical service unit (CSU) headed 
by the Head of Nursing. Injects 
from the fire ground were fed into 
the table top to test how the CSU 
reacted to a rising tide event. 

At the time of going to press the 
full lessons learned had not been 
collated into the final report but 
the exercise was declared by both 
organisations as a success.

The Trust objectives were very 
much around business continuity 
and testing the interaction 
between the hospital fire team 
and the Fire Service and the 
information readily available to 
responding hospital teams and fire 
crews.

The Fire Service objectives 
included, the challenge of dealing 
with a fire in building where 
progressive horizontal evacuation 
was still in progress, the new 
“command light unit” procedure 
and new BA procedure involving a 
BA emergency. 

A joint West Yorkshire Fire and 
Rescue Service and Leeds 
Teaching Hospitals statement 
read;

“Over 40 firefighters were 
involved in an exercise at St 
James’s Hospital in Leeds this 
morning, testing their operational 
procedures.
The firefighters from eight 
stations across Leeds district, 
supported by the Command Unit 
from Fairweather Green Fire 
Station, worked alongside hospital 
staff on a mock scenario in a 
disused block on the site.
The scenario involved a building 
fire at the out patients dept where 
live casualties (played by hospital 
staff) were still evacuating.
Assistant District Commander for 
Leeds Chris Bates, who organised 
the exercise from the Brigade 
side, said, the exercise was very 
successful and allowed us to test 
our operational procedures along 
side Hospital staff.
Crews worked extremely well 
alongside hospital staff to carry 
out a swift search and rescue 
operation, evacuating the 
premises in good time.
This kind of training is all about 
being prepared for the very 
unlikely event of an incident 
happening at the hospital.”
Peter Aldridge, Fire and Corporate 
Services Manager at Leeds 
Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust 
(LTHT) added, we are proud 
to work alongside WYFRS on 
exercises such as this, ensuring 
plans are in place should the 
worst happen and an emergency 
occur. I look forward to continuing 
the great partnership between 
the Trust and the fire and rescue 
service, working to develop more 
collaborative approaches towards 
fire safety within the hospital 
environment.” 

Learning points

n	 Response to the incident by staff from Security, 
Facilities, Trust Estates, Car Parking and Cofely 
was good with good numbers of people present.

n	 In terms of resources, Teams coped well, as 
well as the fire, the fire alarms and the smells of 
burning there was also a violent patient incident 
in A and E that Security Staff attended to.

n	 Interaction between Cofely Staff and Trust 
staff was excellent, especially on the clean up 
operation by Trust Grounds Staff.

n	 Those responding did well to attempt to control 
and restrict the area. A consideration for future 
incidents maybe the early deployment of barrier 
tape to provide an immediate restriction to an 
area. The Fire Safety Manager will provide a roll 
in Red Fire Boxes that situated near to main 
entrances within the main Hospital Wings.

n	 iModus may have been useful to send a 
message to all those across St James’s to alert 
staff of an incident in progress and actions they 
need to take, i.e. not opening windows, only 
essential access to an area and other relevant 
points.

n	 Early closure of any doors and windows during 
external fire incidents is vital to prevent inward 
spread of smoke and or flames.

n	 This incident should be used as an example of 
how fires started externally have real potential 
to spread internally. This should be considered 
when placing skips around premises and 
in areas such as loading bays and delivery 
areas with regards to accumulation of items, 
particularly rubbish.

n	 This incident occurred in very public place and 
as such human behaviour did play a part, as 
earlier points in this report suggest, i.e. social 
media, taking photos and persons looking out 
of windows. This will present challenges and 
often it will only be as an incident unfolds that 
dynamic risk assessments will determine how 
these matters are dealt with. This includes 
crowd control, people wanting to see what is 
happening and those resorting to hospital 
premises that have other things on their mind 
and any prevailing incident may be of no 
significance or concern to them.

n	 A note is added from a member of staff in Bexley 
Wing that may be consider in the remodel of the 
Plaza, see below;

 “This vehicle was parked in an area where there 
are yellow hatched lines and signs saying no 
parking or dropping off etc, but everybody 
seems to ignore them, including ambulances 
which is why there is often congestion in the 
area and ambulance drivers complaining that 
they cannot get round so they end up hitting the 
concrete bollards on the island”.
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UK Hospital Elevated Helipad RFFS Standards –
Are We Staring Down the Barrel of a Loaded Gun?
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Having worked in the corporate 
helicopter industry and 
hospital elevated helipad RFFS 
operations for the past twenty 
25 years as a fire fighter, fire 
officer, Helicopter Landing 
Officer and RFFS consultant, 
as I enter the twilight years of 
my career I continue to have 
concerns about the training 
and operational ‘standards’ 
that some UK hospitals have 
implemented on their helipads.
 
With the increasing number of new 
hospital landing sites, in particular 
elevated helipads, following discussions 
with several hospitals and having 
listened to an increasing number of 
condemnations from HEMS flight crews 
and colleagues, perhaps not all hospitals 
have, or are ‘getting it right’.

All public transport flights onto elevated 
helipads requiring ANO Rules of the Air 
Regulations 2007 Rule 5 permissions 
must have trained and competent 
fire fighters in place, ready to react 
immediately to any helipad emergency. 
This is in accordance with ICAO Annex 
14 Volume II (Heliports), CAA CAP789 
‘Requirements and Guidance Material for 
Operators’ and other related documents.

One of those other documents is HBN15-
03 ‘Hospital Helipads’ a Department of 
Health publication published in 2007, 
which gave very broad, basic guidance 
and information on the operation and 
management of hospital landing sites 
before being withdrawn earlier this year. 
Unfortunately, being an DoH publication 
it is often seen as the Bible for Hospital 
Helipads, by hospital management, 
particularly with regard to the sections 
appertaining to RFFS equipment, systems, 
training and crewing. In my opinion, this 
section provided woefully inadequate or 
accurate advice. 

However, HBN15-03 clearly stated that 
it did not provide complete advice on 
implementation of relevant legislation 
or standards and that further expert 
advice should be sought, which often 
got overlooked or ignored and led 
to comments such as “If it’s not in 
HBN15-03 it’s not required” by hospital 
managements. 

Hospital landing sites are classified 
‘Unlicensed’ by the UK Civil Aviation 
Authority; therefore they are not subject to 
formal or regular ‘Licensed’ site inspections 
by the Authority. Nonetheless they are 
required to comply fully with the relevant 
legislation and guidelines required to 
operate a landing site. The responsibility 
for hospital landing site inspections falls 
on the HEMS operators wishing to use the 
facility to ensure and satisfy themselves 
that the facility is fit for purpose in order 
that they can apply and abide by the 
permissions and exemptions granted to 
them by the Authority to land there.

As a cost effective means of providing 
helipad RFFS and supervisory support in 
the cash strapped NHS, many hospitals 
utilise enthusiastic volunteers from within 
their workforce, usually called out from 
their workplace on a pager system. Of the 
current thirteen elevated hospital helipads 
in the UK, only two employ whole-time 
professional aviation fire fighters. 

Worryingly, of all the hospitals that I 
have had contact with using volunteers, 
not one of the helipad management 
team or volunteer fire fighters had any 
previous helicopter or aviation experience, 
aviation fire fighting skills, knowledge or 
understanding and little appreciation of 
the risks involved. They knew very little 
about providing a competent service at 
their facility beyond what they had read in 
HBN15-03 - but they ticked all the boxes 
that satisfied the operators and authorities 
that they were able to run a safe and 
competent operation! 

When training volunteers for elevated HLS 
RFFS duties, many hospital trusts send 
their new volunteers on a one or two day 
rudimentary fire training course, often 
arranged with local aerodromes that do 
not have elevated helideck experience 
or expertise. In many cases the level of 
training will be of a low standard, disparate 
and inappropriate for elevated helipads. 
Having completed their ‘training’ the paper 
work is ticked to say they are competent. 
Back at the hospital the volunteers are 
then provided with fire fighting PPE, often 
inadequately written and plagiarised 
SOPs copied from other hospitals, placed 
in a poorly supervised, dangerous and 
unfamiliar work environment, with fire 
fighting equipment they may never have 
trained with or used before. They are then 
tasked to cover the HEMS helicopter 
movements landing and departing from 
their helipad. In my view this is not safe, 
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best practise or providing a fit for purpose services. So how can 
this be allowed and why are HEMS operators content to accept 
this low standard of practice?

Training for competence is an essential part of the ‘safe person 
concept’. Inexperienced ‘fire fighters’ cannot be deemed 
‘competent’ purely on completion of short non-specific training 
courses and having a certificate placed in their hand. Competency 
in role and task is achieved through successful completion 
of appropriate training courses and on-going site specific 
competence skills maintenance training programmes - under 
the supervision of experienced personnel with the essential 
professional skills, knowledge and experience of working on 
elevated helipad operations. Only then, when the fire fighters skills, 
knowledge and understanding is demonstrated and performed 
consistently over determined periods of time and through 
appropriate assessment processes can true competency be 
gained. 

The RFFS is there to save lives and protect in the event of an 
accident where the UK CAA has assessed the level of risk following 
an incident involving fire on an elevated helipad as potentially 
catastrophic although the likelihood improbable. 

We have been fortunate in the UK that there have been no elevated 
helipad accidents or ‘reported incidents’ thus far, but there have 
been fatal accidents in other countries in particular the USA and in 
Europe. Perhaps we’ve been lucky, but I have witnessed and been 
made aware of poor operational supervision, complacent attitudes 
to risks and unsafe practices at our hospitals. Potentially some 
sites are an accident/incident in the waiting, be it damage to a 
helicopter through careless actions of the fire fighters; negligent 
and unsafe working practices around the helicopter; to failing to 
respond immediately or appropriately to a helipad emergency - all 
of which could lead to loss of life!

I believe that unless there are significant changes in attitudes and 
mind-set, vastly improved guidance material from the Authority, 
implementation of formal inspection and audit process’s and true 
competency based training, we face an ever increasing risk of 
something going wrong – and it will.

My comments apply to existing facilities. The CAA announced 
earlier this year a new publication which was due to replace 
HBN15-03. However, the publication of this new document has 
been delayed and will only apply to new hospital sites or sites that 
are refurbished to the new guidelines within. In the meantime we 
continue with HBN15-03.

So far we may have dodged a few bullets, but unless there are 
changes, it is my professional opinion that the NHS, CAA and 
HEMS Operators may be staring down the barrel of a loaded gun 
with someone’s finger on the trigger.

Jim Seager
Helipad Fire & Helicopter Landing Officer and Hospital Helipad 
RFFS Consultant
Helicopter Support Services

Some readers may be aware of PAM this is due a re launch 
in January 2016. The DoH quotes with regards to PAM, 
“The NHS faces a predicted funding gap of £30bn by 2020 
and an increased focus on quality and safety flowing from 
the Mid Staffordshire NHS Foundation Trust public enquiry 
and the Government’s response laid out within ‘Hard 
Truths: The Journey to Putting Patients First’1. NHS estates 
and facilities need to respond to these challenges as they 
represent a key component of a quality and safe health 
service and account for approximately £7bn a year in 
revenue costs and £3bn of capital investment. To help meet 
these challenges the NHS has developed, with the support 
of the Department of Health and industry bodies, the NHS 
Premises Assurance Model 2014 (NHS PAM) bringing 
together compliance with quality and efficiency”.

Assurance on fire safety is included and it is likely fire safety 
professionals will be involved in providing assurance so 
healthcare providers can evidence assurance. The CQC 
are engaged with PAM and it is likely they may ask to see 
elements of PAM during CQC inspections. This link takes 
you to the DoH website and offers information on PAM.

Premises Assurance 
Model (PAM)
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False alarms in healthcare -  
what are the costs?
False alarms are a burden on resources and do have an adverse 
impact on healthcare. The issues related to false alarms include;

n	 Disruption to services,
n	 Reputation risks – patient choice,
n	 Downtime - who is treating  
 patients,
n	 Staff complacency,
n	 Costs to the NHS,
n	 Additional regulatory implications;

n	 Audits and inspections,
n	 Admin burden – especially  

  if charges apply,
n	 Prosecution.

 
This note sets out a realistic example of the true impact of false  
alarms within a healthcare scenario

Case study;

n	 10.42 am fire alarm sounds in a busy clinical oncology out  
patients department,

n	 In house hospital fire team mobilise,
n	 Fire Service summoned,
n	 Staff react and investigate the cause,
n	 Cause established as false alarm – burnt toast,
n	 Fire Service stood down,
n	 4 patients leave as they are “fed up of waiting”,
n	 23 staff involved from the Trust.

What is the cost to the NHS?

Rates of pay of staff involved;

Staff costs using NHS banded pay scales with assumption that all  
staff are at mid band point

Agenda for Change band of
person responding to fire call

Midpoint level

Consultant Grade Midpoint = £125, 373

Band 7 - Sister, Estates Officer Midpoint = £35, 184

Band 6 - Junior Sister Midpoint = £29, 464

Band 5 - Staff Nurse, Estates Technician Midpoint = £24, 554

Band 3 - Healthcare Assistant Midpoint = £17, 118

Band 2 - Clinic Clerk Midpoint = £15, 194

Event Cost

4 patients who went home (£210 x 4) £840.00

Staff costs £177.87

Total cost of false alarm to NHS £1017.87

Appointment type Tariff

General surgery £140

Urology £127

Breast Surgery £140

Vascular Surgery £154

Ophthalmology £104

Orthodontics £180

Cardiothoracic Surgery £234

Paediatric Epilepsy £212

Clinical Oncology £210**

Agenda for Change 
band

Number of persons 
responding

Cost

Consultant Grade 2 Consultants £64.29

Band 7 - Sister, Estates 
Officer

1 Sister, 4 Estates*,  
1 Fire Engineer* £46.97

Band 6 - Junior Sister 1 Junior Sister £7.54

Band 5 - Nurse, Estate 
Technician

2 Staff Nurses, 3 
Estates Technician* £22.64

Band 3 - Healthcare 
Assistant

3 Healthcare 
assistants £13.12

Band 2 - Clerk, Security 
Officer

2 Clinic Clerks,  
4 Security Oficers* £23.31

Staff costs based on 30 minutes down time in dealing with fire call, 
* denotes staff down time at 20 minutes.

TOTAL STAFF COSTS (based on hourly rate, does not include staff “on” costs)               
£177.87

Total staff costs of staff involved; 

Patient tariff costs (2014/15) as set by the DoH for 
out patient services*; 

* Example used – consultant led appointment and 1st attendance to 
Clinic.
** Out patients department involved in this case study was clinical 
oncology.

Total costs for the example false alarm

Whilst the above serves as a specific case study, it is realistic and 
the methodology could be applied to calculate the true costs of 
false alarms within healthcare premises. This approach should 
be used as part of key performance indicators to focus staff’s 
attention to one of the true impacts of false alarms and the reality 
of the cost implications to the NHS.
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by HoneywellFor NAHFO, the stand, CPD workshop and conference 
presentation as part of Healthcare Estates 2015 conference and 
exhibition at Manchester Central was a great success. 

The main themes on the stand were the changes that have taken 
place in healthcare fire safety in the last year. The main focuses 
were on the updated HTM 05-02 with regards to fire doors in 
mental health accommodation & the Estates Alert regarding fire 
stopping & dampers.

The stand had visitors from Trust colleagues from around the 
country, suppliers & Fire Safety Advisors. All were very interested 
in NAHFO’s aims and objectives and the branches throughout 
the country. Information was distributed with branch contact 
information which will hopefully lead to additional members. 
Information was also distributed on the forthcoming NAHFO 
conference to many IHEEM attendees who were interested in 
attending as a delegate or exhibiting.

Branch Contacts
List of Branches and contact detail;

Branch Officer Contact

Scotland Des Keating des.keating@ggc.scot.nhs.uk

Northern Paul Donkin paul.donkin@newcastle-pct.nhs.uk

Yorkshire Albert Watson jakemanc@hotmail.co.uk

North West Tommy Spencer thomas.Spencer@property.nhs.uk

Mersey Arthur Walsh arthur.walsh@sthk.nhs.uk

Wales Anthony Pitcher anthony.pitcher@wales.nhs.uk

Trent Brian Fairholme bridor40@hotmail.com

Anglian Jason Thomson jason@firesurveys.co.uk

London Paul Bishop paul.bishop@rmh.nhs.uk

Wessex Les Howard info@leshoward.co.uk

South West Mike White michael.white6@nhs.net

West 
Midlands

Roy Dobson roy.dobson@walsallhealthcare.nhs.uk

Branch meetings and local training events can qualify for CPD 
from the IFE. Please forward as much detail as possible including 
speakers, venue, agenda and organisers details to Peter Aldridge, 
paldridge@nhs.net. CPD is not normally awarded retrospectively; 
please forward CPD application submissions as soon as possible 
to Peter, but not less than 1 week prior to meeting. Application 
forms can be obtained from Peter.
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